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Board Approves $41 Million Master Plan
Calling For Major Arts Center Construction
A master plan detailing $40.6 million in renovations
and new construction for Bronx Community College has
been approved by the Board of Higher Education.
Designed by the architectural firm of Brown, Guenther,
Battaglia and Seckler, the plan outlines how the existing
campus, both its buildings and

VISION OF THINGS TO COME: The new Arts Center represents the major construction
project suggested by the recently approved master plan for BCC. The project now awaits
clearance by the City Bureau of the Budget.

BCC Faces Enrollment Drop Fears
With Aggressive Recruitment Drive
While educational institutions across the country are bracing for the sobering
reality of declining student enrollments in the future; Bronx Community College has
launched an aggressive student recruitment program which is designed to both inform
the community of programs available here and to attract well qualified students to
the college.
resents a radical departure from about careers in their respective

"To many it seems unusual
for a public community college
to run such an aggressive program," said Andrew Ciofalo,
Director of College Relations
and Development. "But it is
just a symptom of the depressed times. We depend on
enrollments for budgetary support,, but our most important
concern is the educational viability of the college — the need
to keep on attracting academically qualified students."
According to Mr. Ciofalo, his
office provides a "kind of marketing approach" to the problem of attracting students. "We
provide all communication tools
needed by the college to get
the BCC story to prospective
students and their parents," he
explained.
Recruitment FUm
The cornerstone of the recruitment program is a twelve
minute color film entitled We
Can Get YOB Were From Here,
produced for College Eelations
and Development by Peterson's
Guides of Princeton, New Jersey. BCC was the first City University college to engage $n outside agency to produce sueh a
film.
"Our concept was to do an
honest and realistic documentary
—one in which faculty and students describe the BCC experience in their own words in impromptu interviews," Mr. Ciofalo
noted. As sueh> BCCs film rep-

the usual "college catalogue"
approach to college recruitment
films.
The Admissions Office uses
the film to disseminate information about the college to prospective students.
"The main purpose of the film
was to use BCC's new campus
to expunge irom public consciousness the urban drabness
of our old sidewalk campus and
to counteract the negative image
of community colleges among
high school students, their parents, and high school teachers
and counsellors," Mr. Ciofalo
said. "The nature of the community college is not understood
by the high school population
and many who could benefit by
coming to BCC are not doing so.
We try to show the options we
offer. We have quality students
here and we feel BCC is the
kind of college good students
should come to."
Visitation Program
When the film is shown in
local high schools, it puts the
students in a more receptive
mood for the drier verbal
presentation that follows the
screening. High school visitations are organized and. usually
led by Prof. Mae Goldberg of
the Department of Student Development. She is aided in this
task by faculty volunteers from
each academic department, who
are able to talk knowledgeably

fields.
As high school liaison, Prof.
Goldberg also directs pre-admission counseling, meets with high
school students, holds college
nights at local high schools, and
supervises tours of the BCC
campus by potential students.
One program even permits advanced high school students to
take college level courses for
credit at BCC, thus giving these
students a head start at college work as well as a personal
view of the BCC educational
experience.
Impact Publications
The recruitment drive has Mr.
Ciofalo's office producing slide
programs focussing on various
career areas and creating high
impact publications, such as the
completely redesigned and now
highly pictorial BCC Catalogue.
Also, with high visibility in the
community an impotrant factor
to get the residents of the Bronx
to think "BCC," the office helps
present special recruiting programs in various neighborhoods
and keeps the media informed
on the BCC story.
"We know the high school
population in the city is starting
to peak and go down," Mr.- Ciofalo commented. "We also know
of the population" shift in the
Bronx. We must not be victimized by demographic changes.
If we are, we will lose enrollment-wise and budget-wise."

outdoor spaces, is to be developed to achieve a modern,
well-planned learning environment for its students and faculty by 1980.
The 50-acre campus was purchased for BCC from New York
University in July 1973, at a
cost of $62 million. Many of
the master plan's recommendations were dictated by the differences in the character of the
two institutions: BCC is coeducational with a liberal arts
program for a student body of
commuters while the NYU program was for a predominantly
male residential student body
studying mainly engineering and
science.
Major Construction
A $4.7 million theatre arts
complex is the major construction recommended by the planners. The building will house
classrooms, offices, rehearsal
rooms and a theatre, with €5,596
gross square feet. The new
building is to be located on
an axis with the north campus
mall, in the area between MacCracken Hall and the Hall of
Fame Terrace parking lot. A
bridge over Hall of Fame Terrace will connect the new complex to the main campus.
The existing University Avenue pedestrian entrance will ibe
expanded and upgraded to form
the main approach to the campus.
According to the planners,
"During the years of development the campus acquired a
diverse architectural vocabulary.
Quite, unfortunately not all of
it pleasing." The goal of the
new plan is to upgrade the "less
worthy" structures in an effort
to create architectural harmony
on campus.
With this in mind, the master plan also calls for additions to the library, Havemeyer
Hall, Bliss, Alumni Gym and
Gould Student Center. These
will total 212,350 gross square
feet and cost $7.3 million.
Planned Renovations
Major renovations are also included in the plan. Silver Hall
is to be converted from a dormitory to a classroomToffice
building for the Departments of
Nursing, English, Communications Arts and Sciences, and
Special Education Services. Existing engineering and science
laboratories and other space in
Tech Two will be altered to
provide facilities for the Departments of Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry and Physics.

Nichols will be upgraded to
house the BCC Bookstore and
the Departments of History and
Social Science.
The Mall, which faces the
Stanford White Gould Memorial
landmark buildings will be further landscaped under the provisions of the master plan.
A $9.9 million selective energy
plant will also be built to generate on-campus electricity,
thereby effecting substantial cost
and fuel savings.
Implementation of the major
part of the master plan must
await approval by the New York
City Bureau of the Budget.

Colston Is
Confronted
On Cutbacks
Students and faculty members reacted against this
semester's ordered .budget
cuts by staging a rally and
following it with a confrontation with President James
Colston on February 13.

The rally was sponsored by
the BCC Coalition Against the
Budget Cuts. In essence, the
three students and two faculty
members who addressed the rally urged the Gould Student
Center Cafeteria audience to
"get it together" and fight the
cuts without falling into racial
divisiveness. The speakers included Day Student Government President Ari Garcia and
Treasurer Robert Johnson, as
well as Communicator editor
John Tiffany and Profs. Barry
Stein and Sol Byrnbaum of the
Mathematics Department.
After the hour-long rally,
Garcia called for the students
to confront President Colston,
About 40 students marched into his Language Hall Office and
waited twenty minutes for
BCC's Chief Executive to arrive.
"I am against these cuts but
there is nothing I can do,"
President Colston told the
group. "These cuts were ordered
by Mayor Beame and City
Hall." When Garcia called upon
the President to oppose the cuts
and speak out against them at
the meetings of the Board of
Higher Education, Dr. Colston
replied that none of the president's had made such statements at the last BHE meeting
(Continued on Page 3)
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More On More Cuts
As can be seen around campus, the budget crisis has
come to BCC. However, many students, staff and faculty
members seem to feel that the crisis doesn't hit them. It's
someone else's problem. And, therefore, the argument runs,
one shouldn't rock the boat because in the final analysis,
the cuts- are only roughly 7 percent of the total CUNY
budget which, after all, runs into the hundreds of millions.
We think that this attitude is a combination of wishful
thinking and the old ostrich-in-the-sand bit. Because these
cuts are here to stay; they are not going away and, in fact,
unless something is done about it — there will be a phase
II, and phase III, and phase IV; ad nauseam.
And, unfortunately, it isn't just our opinion that there
will be more rounds of cuts;
it's also Mayor Beame's and
City Controller Goldin's.-On1 February 14, Beame announced
a $1.6 billion deficit in the next fiscal year for New York
City. He called for the city to "face stringent austerity measures," economizing on some $135 million.
If this isn't' bleak enough, it's fairly evident that onthe-Bearhe doesn't know actually how, what, or where he
can get monies to cover the gaps. Two different knowledgeable sources, quoted in the February 15 issue of The New
'York Post, called his projected budgets "flights of .fancy"
and "terribly vague." As another source put it, "Beame will
'be lucky to get one-fifth of what he wants from the Federal
and State governments."
So where does this put us? This year, CUNY (so far)
has been cut $20.5 million to "help" meet a gap of about
$400 million in the city budget. So it isn't too off-the-wall
to reach the conclusion that things will not be getting
better for CUNY, if Beame and Company have their way.
But it also isn't a foregone conclusion that this will
-happen. If students, faculty and staff have an attitude of
going their own way, then we are all in trouble. What is
needed is an alliance of faculty, staff and students. All of
-us are in this together and it makes sense to fight the cuts
together. The recent rally against the budget cuts at BCC
which had both faculty and students participating is a good
step in the right direction. Let's go forward from there.

Tomorr&w's College
It was not without a sense of irony that we examined the master plan for BCC that was approved
recently by the Board of Higher Education. We could
not help wondering if in 1980, when the proposed revamping of the campus is scheduled for completion, there will
still be a college here to occupy the buildings. Will there
be any students left to learn? Will there be any teachers
left to teach?
We do not enjoy being pessimistic. But it is difficult
for us to reconcile the notion of a strikingly beautiful
campus of the future with the reality of the serious
budget crisis of the present and with the threat of more
gloom for the immediate future. Will we be destroyed
as an educational institution by a political bureaucracy
with a woefully inept sense of priorities and values? Will
the buildings here survive us, testaments to political
shortsightedness ?
Still, there is a plan — a wonderfully and imaginatively
designed plan for the BCC of the future. It is a plan that
will make our house a home, tailor the campus to our
specific needs and goals. It is a plan that will give the
campus a strong sense of architectural design while, most
importantly, respecting and upgrading the green areas
that are all too rare in urban educational settings.
No. This is not the time for pessimism. It is time
for rededication, for struggle, for survival.
The master plan is a dramatic goal for BCC. The
renovations will create the kind of facility that befits a
dynamic educational institution. Buildings, of course, do
not make a college great. But well-planned surroundings
are conducive to good teaching as well as to good learning.
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Opinion

WeYe Not Children Anymore
By TONY VEGA
Class sizes up from 15-20 to 35-40 students.
The Lab equipment is scarce and there are fewer
teachers, walking around the campus, because of
over $1 million cut from the BGC budget in the
last year. When will it stop? Thaf's what the
Committee Against Racism and the student government and others want to know—Why so much
money is being taken away from us.
That's what the February 13 BCC budget cut
really was all about. Why, why, why? A group
of about 40 students met with President Colston
after the rally to get some answers. We didn't get
any satisfactory answers.
The first thing President Colston did when he
walked into the office was smile at us. His smile
may have been intended as a pleasantry, but it
had more of a mocking effect with a slight air of
condescension. The President seemed amused by
our ways, much like a father is amused when seeing her daughter playing house.
We are not children, and we are not playing
big time College students.
We are a group of people worried about how
the budget cuts are going to affect our future

educational opportunities. Colston said at this meeting that budget cuts had not affected the individual
student. Nevertheless, some sort of damage will
be produced, if not in special programs, then in
the quality of education.
"You don't really believe that," "That information is wrong" and "That is simply not true" are
a few ways in which our questions were answered
by Dr. Colston. As far as he was concerned, we
knew nothing. When asked by Ari Garcia why he
hadn't spoken up against the budget cuts at the
last BHE meeting, President Colston said no other
college president had voiced objections. When
asked by another student if we then could say he
followed suit, he said yes. Following suit, or doing
as the others do, is a trait generally found in a
follower, not a leader.
We didn't get the information we wanted from
the meeting, but Dr. Colston did notice that the
number of students taking interest in what is going
on has grown. That is good. The louder our voice
and the larger our number the better our chances
are to be heard. So, let's get together and show
that we give a damn and tell them what we need,
because the administration thinks they know what
we need and that's all they will give us if we stand
by and let them.

Pie Just Can't Go Round'
By CHUKWUDUM OKELE
On thing that a subtle observer must not fail to notice
this Spring Semester is the increase in the number of students in our classrooms. For
subtle observers, a question may
come to mind: is this sudden
bulge a healthy growth or just
a cancerous outgrowth of a miscalculation by our educational
administrators?
Is it a sudden increase in
the country's overall population
(probably more illegal aliens
making a phenomenal success
in their infiltration) or a sudden rise in BCC's popularity?
Certainly, it is neither of the
above. Even if it is either of
the two points, it does not spell
good for anybody. The effect
of such a sudden rise in the
country's population, when inflation and recession are the
words today, is anybody's guesr.
Even the old malthusian theory
is about to be proved in some
countries today. Equally any
sudden rise in BCC's popularity
which will only cause an increase in student population
without a matched increase in
instructors and amenities will
not be welcome.
But. far from all the foregoing, the classroom bulge is clearly an aftermath of BCC's attempts at cutting budgets in
compliance with the Mayor's order.
The overcrowding of classrooms is causing a decrease in
the individualized attention formally enjoyed by students here.
The student and, who knows,
the teachers will suffer from
the long and short term effects.
The student may end up getting a low final grade, but on
that single occasion during the
end of each semester when authority changes hands, i.e., when
the students grade teachers; the
teacher may end up too with
a low grade.
The short eforts of overcrowding are already showing
•up in some classes. The teachers can't answer most of the
questions thrown at them if
they are to be left with any
time for regular instruction.
Some of the students, sensing
this time-limitation, and not
wanting to enter into any contest f-or an opportunity to par-

ticipate, simply resign. Some
have a feeling of alienation and
of being lost. Some resort to
sleeping." frustrated that they
can't bring out their views in
the class. The pie just ear>.'t go
round.
The most obvious of the longterm effects is that the final
grades of both the student and
the teacher will reflect the distasteful situation. On the whole,
the student can't get the most
out of the class and visa-versa.
The problem is not entirely
with the idea of budget-cuts
but with what is being out.
This could be seen in the February 3 issue of the Clarion,
the CUNY faculty union paper.
According to Clarion,, (pages 1
to 3) a number of City University colleges put their hammer on administrative, personnel
and other minor things like deferment
of purchases, thus
leaving the educational pro-

grams intact. Queens College exemplified in this with no reduction at al! in course offerings or full time instructional
lines, no increases in class size
and apparently no contract violations.
In BCC, on the other hand,
adjunct instructional costs were
cut by $100,000 which amounted
to forty-six positions. Part-time
administrative personnel were
cut only $19,700, or seven positions. Thus, over 15 percent
reductions in courses and a 8
percent increase in class size
are threatened.
The decrease in the number
of instructors and the resultiing
increase in class size may not
ultimately prove to be the best
way out of the current financial situation because quality education for all, the ultimate aim
of the College, will be defeated.
The current solution insures
quantitative education. The qualitative is left to chance.

CAMPUS MAIL
Why The Cuts?
V

To the Editor:
I would like to comment on
your editorial Cutbacks ami
Racism. While I agree with your
point about the cuts being racist,
I fee! you missed the major
reason behind the cuts. The main
reason for the cuts is the ec>
ncmie crisis that the country
is going through. The racism fits
into the context of how the
cuts are affecting people but
it is not the over-riding reason
for the cuts.
Anyway, it was interesting to
read this sort of editorix'. I
think it's about time The Communicator had some interesting
comments.
Herbio Michaels

Grateful Student
To the Editor:
As an evening student I am
very much puzzled by Ron Zodda's letter in The Communicator.
I have asked my fellow evening
students if they had any complaints about a lack of services
-or if they felt their concerns
were -being neglected in The
Communicator. I have not re-

ceived a negative reply yet. Several students reminded me about
our own newsletter that is published exclusively for us. The
majority of students questioned
were just grateful to have the
opportunity to receive a quality
education and a free one at
that.
I am so impressed by the
sincere concern of all the faculty and college employees that
I have been in contact with, and
the aura of friendliness that
prevails over our beautiful campus.
In view of the desperate economic situation I truly feel that
everything possible is being done
for all day and evening students. Please let's count oar
blessings and be grateful for
what we do have.
Ann Neese
The Communicator invites
people who are interested in
working on some aspect of the
paper, or are just curious, to our
open staff meetings, every Tuesday from 1 to 3 p.m. in Gould
Student Center, room 309. Help
this paper to better represent
you.

TH1
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Student Service Center
Can Answer Questions

Mobile Learning Project To Offer
Summer Program In Puerto Rico

Do you need information about availa/ble 'health services, club and student activities, special events and so forth?
You are likely to get it at the Student Service Center, which
operates from a desk in the lobby of Gould Student Center
and answers questions for hundreds of students each day.

Program MILE — Mobile Intensive Learning Experience — will once again operate this summer, offering students the opportunity to study in Puerto Rico While
earning credit at BOC.
The program is based on the premise that there are certain subjects of an academic nature that can best be presented and learned through a nomadic type experience and a direct and per-

Under the guidance of Ms.
Alice Gamson, the Service Center functions as an active source
of pertinent information about
services available to the college
community.
In addition to dispensing information, the Cfenter provides
concrete services such as distribution and sale of tickets to
college events and sale of the
New York Times at a discount
school rate. It also helps stu-

Library Is
Dry After
Renovation
Though tjie Plaza area behind Tech Two remains
closed awaiting permanent
repaying, the Library, which
is directly below the plaza,
reports that repair work on
its uoof hasibeen completed.
"There -are •no mere leaks -in
the roof,'1 Prof. Jean Kolliner,
head of ^Reference and "Circulation, said. "The protective plastic covers have been removed;
the musty oder has -been eliminated, and the library is once
again a habitable place.
The carpeting in the .Library
has been cleaned and will-evejituaHy be replaced once permanent repair of the plaza is completed and it is reopened. The
area, however, will probably remain closed for the rest of the
semester.
The Tech Two repairs were
approved last September by the
Board of Higher Education
which approved the expenditure
of $645,000 for urgently needed
emergency renovation and repair work of campus buildings.
Scaffolding has already been
constructed around Language
Hall and work on roof repair
and window replacement has begun. Among other buildings
scheduled for repair are Gould
Memorial Library, Philosophy
Hall, Nichols and Tech One.
In addition, two off-campus
houses that had been severely
damaged by arsonists and vandals have been demolished. The
house next to the Day Care
Center Qn Sedgwick Avenue and
the English House on Loring
Place ace gone.
The Board has conveyed title
to a number of other off-campus facilities, including fraternity houses and engineering
buildings, to New York City
for use for other municipal purposes or for sale at public auction.
LIBRARY HOURS

The budget shortfall has
brought about some reduction of
hours at BCC's libraries. The
Tech Two Library is now open
Mondays through Thursdays, 9
a.m. to 9 p.m.; Fridays, 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.; and Saturdays, 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. The Nursing Center
Library is open from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays; from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays;
and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Saturdays.

dents seek advisement and complete registration.
"A very important part of
our function is our role as a
listening post for students -who
want to voice complaints," Ms.
Gamsan revealed. "Students ventilate a lot of -feelings about
what troubles them. We feel
it's important to -keep -channels
open. We listen because we are
really interested. We follow
through on what students tell
us, knock on all the appropriate doors and hopefully get results."
This semester, the Service
Center is continuing and expanding its "theme concept"
which focuses on a major campus program each week,- highlighting and promoting it. Career counseling is being .concentrated on this week. Library facilities will be promoted next
week, with the focus turning
during the week of March 10
.to JJCC's Continuing Education
programs and the Mini-Semester.
The Service Center is open
Mondays through Thursdays, 9
aim, to .6:30 i>.rn., and -'Fridays,
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. "We hope
students will keep coming to
utilize our services," Ms. Gamson said. "We do have something to offer."

sonal contact with the subject
matter studied a'nd discussed
previously in the classroom.
Courses to be offered as part
of thir summer's MILE include:
Spanish 30 and 31- Puerto
Rican Culture and Literature;
Spanish 13-Intermediate, Spanish; History 39- History of
Puerto Rico and the Caribbean;
and Psychology 22- Social Psychology.
The semester will open at
BCC on July 14. After an intensive three-week learning period in the classroom, the students will leave for two weeks
of. first-hand learning in Puerto
Rico. Students will be accomodated in hotels and/or college
dormitories from where they
will move every day to different
study sites which have an academic relevance to the courseMILE is open to all matriculated and non-matriculated students, paraprofessionals, bilingual teachers and professional
.assistants, student
teachers,
guidance counselors, veterans,
students from o.ther colleges and
interested menibe.rs of the community. Students will register
for two courses, carrying a
maximum ' of eight credits. Mawill be limited to
60 students.

Colston fe-Cenfoontecl...

Photo by Ferret Ng

DR. COLSTON MEETS PROTESTERS,: Students marched
into President Colston's office to protest budget outs. The
President blamed City Hall.
(Continued from Page 1)
cational needs, and the other
on January 27.
with construction and non-eduOne student claimed that cational needs. The eqllege, hemany students had enormous noted, can't transfer funds from
difficulties getting into classes one budget to the pther.
they needed due to the large
Alluding to the request by the
number of class cancellations.
President
of Queens -College
The President said, "I don't
that
the
City
'University sell his
know of any students that have
house and gain some $100,000,
these problems."
'Dr. Colston also explained to President Colston said he is not
the students that their infor- supplied with such a house and •
mation about a $36,000 cut in therefore the issue is-/not rqle.the College Discovery funds was vant.
not accurate. He claimed the
The confrontation ended <o» a
cuts were -made from excess note .of frustratiqii as Gajqcja
declared, "This gentleman Isn't
monies in the program.
When Garcia asked the Pres- going to help us and isn't realident to economize by suspend-- ly .interested1 in our problems;''
ing repair work on Language Students left chanting what has
Hall, President Colston explain- become the Coalition's motto,
ed -that there a*?e 4wo -diff«*e»t- "T-hey. -say- otttnbaek. W« say
budgets, one dealing with edu- fight back."

The cost of the Puerto Rican ceptance into the program. The
MILE is $400 per student. This balance is due 45 days before
includes all fees for the three departure for Puerto Rico. Canweeks at BCC, two weeks in cellations received once the balPuerto Rico, round trip air -fare, ance has been paid are subject
hotel accomodations,. three meals' to a .25 percent penalty charge.
a day, land transportation in
For more information and apPuerto Rico, taxes, -tips, and plications contract Profs. Luis
admissions fees to various places. Pinto or Carlos Alvarado, room
A deposit of $75 is requested 503, Tech Two, 367-7300, exupon receipt of a letter of ac- tensions 362 or 757.

Moving Forward

Time Out For Boston
By ABI GARCIA
Day Student Government
President

The purpose of the project is
twofold. First it will help the
anti-racist movement in Boston
A man driving in his car is a great deal. The CAR organblocked by the angry mob. He izers will be reaching out to
gets out and starts running. His thousands in the Boston area
direction is irrelevant; he just by holding forums, workshops,
runs, trying to get away from and one week classes on the
the mob. He tries to get into nature of racism. CAR organa house looking for a friendly izers will find ways to reach
place to hide, but his effort is the silent majority of non-racist
in vain. The mob finally :gets white's and win them to the
to him and -by the time they're side of openly opposing the racthrough with him, his lace is a ist.
bloody mess. He's half conFurthermore, CAR .feels that
scious, and his jntepduetion to in South Boston (the heart of
the ultimate realities of racism the racist movement) only a
is over. The man is black. The smal .minority of the commumob is racist. The place is nity is .actively involved in .racist
Smith- Boston in the fall of '74. activity and that many whjte
The above illustration is fac- .people' in that cxanniunjity gre
tual. I'didrit make it up. Things passtyely opposed t'p the fasqist
like "this are going on in Boston but are afraid of coming out
on an every day basis. Black into the open. CAR feels that
kids are being kept out of one of the tasks of tjhe project
school by racist mobs. Members will be to destroy the racists
of the .Nazi .Party and the KKK in South Boston from within
in full unjf 6r||r • walk freely on and that therefore, parent comthe ^streets; >bfenners, leaflets, mittees to welcome tthe Black
signs and rallies advertising kids into South Boston should
their .facist-raoist fifth are all be organized.
.over -the .place. And the U. S.
The other aspect qf the propopulation looks on wondering ject is that the CAR .organizers
what the outcome will be.
will be putting forward the line
The Committee Agaiinst Rac- of unity between Black and
ism says that it is up to us to Whites against the deterioration
decide what the outcome is go- of all schools, for better housing to be, that the facist-racist ing and for jobs. Furthermore,
movement in Boston will either CAR will show to the Boston
be smashed by the people or people that racism js exactly
it will smash the people. What what keeps them divided and
that means concretely is that if weak while their standard of
we don't cure the cancer in living goes down the drain.
Boston it will spread to other
We should all go there and
major cities of the U.S. There- stop the fascists on their tracks.
fore Boston should be the con- For more information get in
cern of everyone who is against touch with the Committee
racism and fascism and not just Against Racism at BCC, or call
left to the people of Boston.
367-3225 or 783-6790.
The Committee Against Racism is organizjng what is now
known as -the Boston '75 -Summe.r Project. CAR will be .lyinging into Boston this sunimer
The Speech Lab—Tutorial, in
anti-racist forces from all over room 622, Tech Two, is open
the U.S., who feel that the anti- from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monracist fight going, on in Boston days through Fridays. It serves
is their fight.
to help students with their
,CAJB is directing this call to voice, articulation, and pronunaction to everyone but mainly ciation. It also helps students
to students. People are going with problems concerning any
to register to attend school in Communications classes they are
•Boston during, the summer and taking (e.g., public speaking,
build the movement on the cam- reading aloud, acting, debating,
puses. For example, Kerrigan, etc.). You may also use the
who is a leader of the anti-bus- Speech Lab to have a free hearing movement in South Boston, ing test or just to "hear how
teaches a course at Boston iState you sound" on a tape-recorder.
College. We want to organize
Tape-recorders h^ve been
to get the course thrown out. made available for Jate afterWe don't want our schools to noon and evening students, too.
be breeding grounds for racism. Please go to the Learning CenThis will help CAR build the ter—lower level of Tech Two
A»ti-Raei»t movement all over L'ibraTjr.
the country.

Speech Help
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CAMPUS SURVIVAL KIT
JULIE HARRIS HERE

Acclaimed Broadway actress
Julie Harris will speak here on
Thursday, February 27, at 12:30
p.m., in the Television Studio, in
the basement of Tech Two. Her
talk is part of The Broadway
Scene, a new series which features well-known performers in
informal discussions with students.
Ms. Harris is the winner of
four Tony Awards and is well
known for her work in the theatre, films and television. She is
currently starring on Broadway
in In Praise of Love, with Rex
Harrison.
AUTHOR TO SPEAK

The Spanish Club wDl present
Pura Belpre, an educator and
writer, in a talk about the
themes of her books and of her
dedication to the education of
young Hispanics in New York
City for the past thirty years.
Ms. Belpre will be here on
Thursday, February 27, at 12:15
p.m., in room 331.
In conjunction with Ms. Belpre's talk, the Library is presenting an exhibit of her books,
starting today.
FORUM
The Progressive Labor Party
Club is holding a forum on the
relationship between racism and
fascism, on Thursday, February
27,, noon to 2 p.m., in room 205,
Gould Student Center.
DANCE

The Day Student Government
will hold "Unity 1975," a dance
on Friday, February 28, 8 p.m.,
to 3 a.m., in Silver Hall. Music
will be provided by the Larry
Harlow Orchestra and the mellow
sound of Enchantment. Admission is 92 with BCC I.D., and

tickets are available at the service desk in the lobby of the
Gould Student Center.
FREE BEETHOVEN

The Riverside Orchestra, together with the New Amsterdam
Singers, will perform Beethoven's Ninth Symphony and
other selections on Saturday,
March 1, at 2:15 p.m., in the
Auditorium of BCC's Center for
Continuing Education, 120 East
184 Street. Admission is free.
HALL OF FAMERS
Each Sunday, every hour on
the hour from noon to 4 p.m., a
film program related to the life
of a great American enshrined
in the Hall of Fame is shown in
the Gould Memorial Library Auditorium. Admission is free and
the public is invited to attend.
Writers honored in the national shrine will be featured during
the month of March.
A film on the life of James
Fenimore Cooper, the first
American author to base his
novels on the frontier scene, and
a film on poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow are scheduled
for Sunday, March 2. Mark
Twain will be honored on March
9 with screenings of The Prince
and the Pauper.
SPANISH CONCERT

The Spanish Club will present
Manolo Pasos in concert, on
Thursday, March 6, at 12:15
p.m., in room 331, Tech Two. Admission is free and all are invited to attend. Mr. Pasos' program will include his own songs,
guitar playing, a poetry recital
and some impersonations.

cents with BCC ID, 50 cents
without.
This time around, the trio
from The Summer of '42, played
by Gary Grimes, Jerry Houser
and Oliver Connant, continues its
nostalgic trip into the past, recreating bewildering events that
are part of adolescence.
STUDENT RECITAL

The Thursday Afternoon Concert series will present a student
recital, on Thursday, March 6,
at 12:30 p.m., in Schwendler
Auditorium, Tech Two. ^Stephen
Doughty, John Martelli, Silbourne Newell, Julio Romero,
Frank Tralli, and John Hendrex
will perform. The recital will be
directed by Prof. George Dragonetti.
BALLET HISPANICO

Spanish flamenco, modern jazz
and dances from Mexico, Haiti
and Puerto Rico will be featured
by the Ballet Hispanico in a concert on Friday, March 7, at 8
p.m., in the Student Center Theatre. Founded in 1970 by Artistic Director Tina Ramirez, the
Ballet Hispanico is comprised of
dancers from the Spanish-speaking neighborhoods of New York
City. The company, stressing
youth, verve and variety, includes in its repertoire works by
leading American choreographers. The dancers all have backgrounds in flamenco, ballet and
modern dance.
Admission for the general public is $1, but BCC students with
ID cards can pick up free tickets
at the desk in the lobby of the
Student Center.

FILM SHOWCASE

TRAVEL FILMS

Class of '44 will be screened
on Thursday, March 6, at noon
and 7:30 p.m. in room 208, Gould
Student Center. Admission is 25

A travel film is shown every
Thursday, from 10 to 11 a.m.,
in Projection Room 1, Tech Two,
as part of the course material

for Marketing 71: The Developmetn of Tourism.
All students are invited to attend. For more information contact Prof. Murray Krieger, room
606, Tech Two.
OMBUDSMAN'S HOURS

Prof. Robert Clarke invites
students tied in bureaucratic red
tape to come see him. As College
Ombudsman, Prof. Clarke will
listen to students who are having problems and will try to help
them find a solution by acting
as a liaison between students and
college officials. On Mondays,
Prof. Clarke is in room 110,
Nichols, from 5 to 7 p.m.; Tuesdays, room 2S6, Nursing Center,
1 to 2 p.m.; Wednesdays, room
110, Nichols 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
and
Thursdays,
room
110,
Nichols, 4 to 7 p.m. If none of
the above hours are convenient,
students should call for special
appointments: 367-7300, extension 442.
CANDY CART

Want to see gum drop or peanuts brittled? The Candy Cart
is open for business in the lobby
of the Gould Student Center,
dispensing all sorts of goodies to
enchant any sweet tooth on campus. Hours: Mondays through
Thursdays, 9:30 a.m. to 8:30
p.m.; and Fridays, 9:30 a.m. to
6 p.m.
FILM WORKSHOP

Interested in films? The Film
Workshop wants you. Camera
equipment is available for individual as well as group projects. The Workshop meets
Thursdays, noon to 2 p.m., in
room 201, Tech Two.
THE WAY

The Way International, family

of the followers of Jesus Christ,
is represented on campus by The
Way, Campus Outreach. The
group meets to study the Bible,
to sing and pray and to grow
in love, knowledge and understanding. You can enjoy the fellowship of brothers and sisters
in the family of faith every
Thursday, 12:30 to 2 p.m., in
room 301, Bliss.
POSTPONEMENNT

The Perspective Lecture Series
presentation — "The Growing
Power of Third World Nations
in World Affairs," originally
scheduled for tonight has bees
postponed. We will publish the
new date when it is available.
FIGHTING RACISM

The Committee Against Racism (CAR), which is an international organization of Blacks,
Latins, Whites and Asians united
to fight racism, has a chapter at
BCC. The local group meets
every Thursday, noon to 2 p.m.
in room 101. Gould Annex. Students and faculty are welcome.
SKI-CLUB

The Ski Club will hold its
next meeting on Thursday,
March 6, at 12:30 p.m., Gould
Student Annex, room 203.
So far—the skiing has been
great at Sterling Forest, Birch
Hill, and Mt. Snow. The next
meeting will determine a future
day trip and a possible weekend
trip. Come to get first hand
information. Members look forward to continued good weather
and plenty of snow. For further
information, contact club president Ruben Hines through Dr.
Irwin Ronson, Faculty Adviser;
room 622, Tech Two.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
MARCH INFORMATION SESSIONS
9 AJVL to 5 P.M
Check this schedule for dates and location in your vicinity.
CALIFORNIA

San Diego (Mar. 1) Holiday Inn, Mission Valley
San Francisco (Mar. 1) Holiday Inn, 245 S. Airport Blvd., South San Francisco
Los Angeles (Mar. 2,3) Holiday Inn, 170 No. Church La., Brentwood
FLORIDA

Miami (Mar. 1) Holiday Inn at Miami International Airport
Ft. Lauderdale (Mar. 2) Holiday Inn, 3000 E. Las Olas Blvd.
Jacksonville (Mar. 3) Holiday Inn, 3233 Emerson
KENTUCKY

Louisville (Mar. 3) Holiday Inn, 927 South 2nd St.
NEW JERSEY

South Plainfield (Mar. 8) Holiday Inn, 4701 Stelton Road
Saddlebrook (Mar. 9) Holiday Inn, 50 Kenney Place
NEW YORK

Tarrytown (Mar. 6) Tarry town Hilton, RT 9
New York City (Mar. 7,8) Hilton Hotel, 1335 Avenue of Americas (at 54th St,)
Hempstead (Mar. 8) Holiday Inn, 80 Clinton Street
Great Neck (Mar. 9) Bayberry Great Neck Inn
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia (Mar. 1,2) Holiday Inn, RT 1 & 1-76 City Ave.
Pittsburgh (Mar. 3) Holiday Inn Central, 401 Holiday Dr.
TENNESSEE
Memphis (Mar. 1) Holiday Inn, 1441 East Brook Rd.
Nashville (Mar. 2) Holiday Inn, 981 Murfreesboro Rd.
TEXAS

Houston (Mar. 6) Holiday Inn, Houston North, 1500 North Loop
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- Music To My Ears

Euroroek Invasion
Help It with Ian Hutner on vocal
During the last year I've no- backups and Woman as the
ticed a new trend in music which pretty closing tune.
David Essex — (Columbia) is
is becoming increasingly popular.
The new phenonomenon is Euro- Essex's new album and it is
rock. England has dominated the alive with a poppy 60's sound
market the last decade, b".t meshed in with 70's synthesizer.
within the last year we have Essex is the Donny Osmond of
seen the birth of continental England in status but his sound
European music. What is even is much more progressive. His
more unusual is that this music voice has an original quality to
is very similar as the songs all it as he twists and curves his
delve into electronics, yet blend words to give it an echoey moogit with different types of music. like quality. It works successFrom Italy we have PFM; Hol- fully and he changes his style on
land Golden Earring-, Trace and the album enough so you don't
Focus; Greece Demis Roussos; tire of it. When he's not moogand explosive Germany with Tri- ing, he's sounding like a hyped
umvirat, Kraftswurk and now up Gilbert O'Sullivan. A strange
Passport and Can. Many of the combination of sounds with the
groups are well known in their former more satisfying. Especialown land and we have just been ly good is Good Ol Rock N Boll,
introduced to them. Their elec- Window, and Stardust, which is
tronics branches into various partly used in Essex's new film.
areas such as jazz, classical, traDazzling Film
ditional folk, and pop. Each seStardust is to the 70's what
lection can be categorized as
electronic music, yet each sounds Hard Day's Night was to the
different. Earlier, this field was 60's. Everything is right with the
dominated by the English with movie from acting, storyline and
the sensational Emerson, Lake direction, right down to the
& Palmer, Yes, and Pink Floyd. music. The story is sort of a
Now they'll be given a run for take off of the Beatles. Whereas
Hard Day's Night was a day in
their .money.
Two groups I have not elab- the life of the Beatles. Stardust
orated on are Germany's Pass- is about the Straycats which
port and Can. Cross-Collateral— eventually produce Jim Macsuperstar,
beautifully
Passport — (At-co) is an excit- laine,
played
by
popstar
David
Essex.
ing new jazz electronic group
which has shades of mellowed While Hard Day's Night satisdown John Coltrane. The music, fies our imagination of how
mostly jazz with the mix of mel- great it is to be a rockstar, Starlotron, moog and sax, comes off dust removes the blindfold to reas nothing you've heard before. veal the ugliness that is also a
Albatross Song is the killer piece. part of that scene. When we
think of rockstars, we imagine
Soon Over Babaluma — Can money, pot, pills, and pussy, but
— (UA) is very different from we forget pressure combined
Passport as their music is elec- with swollen egos, greed .and that
tronics mixed with various types all important progression. Once
of jazz, Indian. Latin, and sym- the taste of success is had, the
phonic mu$ic. An incredible mix- hunger and struggle for more
ture which creates a kaleidoscope becomes a desire. Stardust shows
quality of sound. Can reaches out that talent alone is not enough.
towards an BLP and Pink Floyd It's the strings you pull and the
sound without ever coming close people you step on that also
to imitating them. The album count. The acting talents of
works as a whole with an out- British popstar David Essex and
standing electronic Latin piece, former popstar Adam Faith is
Come Sta La Luna. In Dizzy exceptional. Paul Nicholas and
Dean, there is an Indian like Keith Moon (Who) also turn in
quality with vocals that sound first rate performances. I have
like a breathy Donovan. Very always fantasized what it was
sexy. Another blessing is Quan- like to be a rock superstar and
tium Physics, which intermingles it's all like I imagined it in Starall the influences into a melli- dust. How much more satisfying
fluous pot pourri. Not their first can you get? The music is all
album, this one should rocket 1960's and for those who have
them to the top.
enjoyed that decade will espeAlbums
cially enjoy the old hits. The
Play Don't Worry — Mick original material is also Beatley
Ronson — (RCA). On Ronson's and is gratifying. The soundtrack
first solo venture, he tripped, will be out soon and will be
stumbled and fell. The album worth waiting for.
see-sawed with great songs and
My Top LP's of '74
crap. On this new one, he's gone
1. Diamond Dogs—Bowie—RCA
a step in the right direction. This
2. Nightbirds — Labelle — Cois not to say that it is a masterlumbia
piece. Not quite. The music is
3. Band' on the Run — Paul Mcsharp, very commercial, and his
Cartney — Apple
guitar playing is still unbeatable.
4.
Psychomodo
— Cockney Rebel
Ronson probably has learned
— MI
that a beautiful body and face
5. Bad Co. — Bad Company —
are not enough so he's worked
Swan Song
on his talent and has come up
6. Kimono My House — Sporks
with something worthwhile. Like
— Island.
his other LP, there are definite
7. El Dorado — ELO — UA
highlights while other selections
8. Fire — Ohio Players — Merare not up to par with what he
cury
can do. The first side is beau9.
Preservation Act I & II —
tifully balanced. Two zippy tunes
Kinks — RCA
complete with a dynamite female
'back up. one ballad, and one pin 10. Welcome Back — E.L.P. —
Manticore.
up — Lou Reed's White Light
White Heat done with his old
Happenings
Spiders' band. A total wipe out.
Leo Sayer, Hall and Gates, at
Side two sags somewhat with the Bottom Line, February 22 to
the title cut seeming like a song March 2; Strawbs, Al Stewart,
to himself, but as he sings Play Pretty Things, at the Beacon
Dont Worry, I would think he Theatre, March 2: Stanley Turshould. Two mediocre songs and rentine, Gene Page at the Felt
one old rock 'n' roller, Girl Can't Forum, March 2;
By LENNY RINALDI
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Because YouVe
Achieved

ONLY ON RING DAY At The
COLLEGE B O O K S T O R E
Gould Student Center, 2nd Floor

DATES: THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27
and
MONDAY, MARCH 3
TIME: 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Trade in your high school ring
toward purchase.

'Free gift with your order.

$10 deposit required.
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Economist Advises Learning Skills
To Broaden Career Opportunities
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Students Support Close
Senate-Faculty Alliance

By CAROLE BELL

By JOHN TIFFANY

"The average person will change careers four times during his working life in the
next decades," predicted Mirian Ourin, an economist with the New York State Department of Labor in her address to an Urban Perspective session on "Job Options: Now Five
Years and Ten Years From Now" on February 19.
This trend away from remaining in one occupation or career for a lifetime means that

The University Student Senate should build stronger
ties with faculty members, campus workers and workers
in general, students recommended at a USS conference
on the CUNY budget cuts. Furthermore, The Senate
should build for a major demonstration to be held some
time in March at City Hall.
.,

students in college now should
try to prepare themselves to
work in a variety of jobs and
should acquire as many skills
as possible in order to maximize employment opportunities
an the future, according to Ms.
Ourin. She noted that workers
must constantly keep up with
new developments in various
fields so that workers can move
into new jobs as they open and
can avoid being trapped in a
declining area. She cited as an
example the field oC television
repair, where it is no longer
sufficient to work with black
and white television. Now, she
stated, a person in television
work must be able to repair
co]or sets and solid state models if he is to be readily employable.
Labelling herself an optimist,
iMs. Ourin voiced a confidence
that while -the job market in
most fields is bad at the moment, the employment outlook
will have improved toy the time
most students currently at BOC
are graduated and seeking fulltime positions.
"Blue collar jofos are decreasing in number and in proportion to the total number of
jobs," Ms. .Ourin stated. She
explained that the nation is
changing from a goods-producing economy to a service-producing economy. This trend, as
well as pressures on businesses
and institutions for higher productivity, will mean that skilled
workers will increasingly havean advantage over those who
possess few skills. '.'Unskilled
workers are the most likely to
be laid off," according to Ms.
Ourin, because employers will
keep workers whose skills are
irreplaceable or who are versatile enough to do a number
of jobs.
Essential Skills
"The most important skills for
any job are reading and writing," Ms. Ourin emphasized. The
ability to read and write wellis essential for any field from
dietetics to construction work.
She stressed that she was not
speaking on this point as a
member of the academic profession but as a person experienced in matching jobs with people and in the trends in the
labor market.
Ms. Ourin discussed several
career fields where the outlook
for employment is the brightest
at present. She mentioned nursing and the allied health fields
as a promising area. Nurses,
laboratory technicians in all spe'dalties
from
pathology
to
radiology, and office workers in
•health settings will be in demand', according to Ms. Ourin.
She predicted that the nation
will be putting more money into
health care over the next decades, citing such possible programs as national health insurance.
Data processing is another
field in which jobs will 'be available, Ms. Ourin continued. Computer
programmers,
systems
.analysts, and all other workers
in the computer field will be
very employable.
Office workers, with good

Photo by Mich&el

Feierman / Production

by Art JDeMatteo

JOB WORKSHOP: Prof. Pamela Cohen speaks to students
at the start of career planning workshops held here recently.

Other resolutions passed by
students in the various conference workshops included the demand that New York City place
a moratorium on its debt payments to major banks. These
funds amount to over $2 billion. Another resolution condemned cuts in ethnic studies
or special services as racist in
nature.
The conference was held on
February 17 at Hunter College.
While the Senate had projected
an attendance of 500 to 600,
only an estimated 225 students
participated. The low turnout
was attributed to poor over all
planning and ineffective distribution of leaflets announcing the
conference.
Although the turnout was
smaller than expected, Paul
Nelson, Senator from Richmond
College, pointed out in his

speech, the conference did prove
the need for "less talk and
more action on stopping the cutbacks." He stressed the importance of local actions on individual CUNY campuses because "that is where the students and faculty and campus
workers
have the
greatest
strength."

Committee Seeks
Student Members
What's your bag? J. S. Bach?
Roberta Flack? Ballet? Feliciano, Jose? Alvin Ailey? Bill
Haley? An Israeli? Flicks?
Beiderbeck, Bix? The river
Styx? The stage or any other
rage?
If you want to help choose
the singers, dancers, musicians,
actors, speakers and films which
make up the cultural program
at BCC, then become a student
member of the Committee on
Community Projects and Special
Events.
This committee is the only
one on campus with an equal
number of students and faculty/
staff. Six students — two each
from Day Session, Evening Session, and Nursing Students —
have to be elected this semester.
To be eligible, submit your
name to the Student Caucus.
Just leave this information and
your request to join the Committee on Community Projects
and Special Events in the office
of Mr. Frank Petrone, Gould
Student Center 102. Leave your
phone number too.
You have just two more
weeks to become a candidate.

skills in typing and stenography
courses available in their dewill be in particular demand. partments and the careers or
She added that general clerical
job clusters to which they might
workers would not fare as well
lead.
and cautioned students against
Students attending the sesCollege
Placement
Officer
claiming an ability to do any sion were given a folder which
job in an office. "Employers are included an interest check list, Theodore Awerman is interested
in meeting all prospective June
looking for office workers with
an occupational orientation inand August 1975 candidates for
particular skills," she said. Spe- ventory, and a copy of a New
cialized secretarial fields, such York Times article on the cur- graduation in career curricula
in order to help the students
as legal and medical, are par- rent employment situation. Stuplan
a recruitment program for
ticularly good areas now.
dents were invited to sign up
full-time jobs after graduation.
for a series of seminars on
Craftsmen Wanted
Prof. Awerman wants to meet
careers to be given by memCraftsmen with highly dewith students in the following
bers of the Department of Stu- career curiricula: Business (acveloped skills are perhaps in the
dent Development. They may counting, data processing, markbest position, according to Ms.
also sign up for these workshops eting management), Chemical
Ourin. Anyone who is a good
in the Careers Library in Loew
•machinist, tool and dye operaTechnology, Electrical TechnolHall.
>r, -autQi body -mechanic, furogy,
Mechanical Technology,
•The .session, sponsored by the
niture finisher, of metal worker
Medical Laboratory Technology,
Affairs
Coordinating
will always be in demand, she Urban
Plastics Technology and SecreBoard and organized by Prof.
said. ,
tarial Studies.
Cohen and Prof. Peter Morrill,
She forecasted that fewer jobs
The Placement Office is loSocial Sciences, is one of a
will «xjst in New York City at
cated in room 306, Loew Hall,
the end of the decade, but em- series of panels discussions and
and the hours are 9 a.m. to
workshops leading up to the
phasized that students will not
3 p.m. on Mondays, Tuesdays,
Fifth Annual Urban Affairs Con- Thursdays and Fridays; and 9
have to leave the city to find
GRADUATING?
ference to be held on Tuesday,
a.m. to 7 p.m. on Wednesdays,
jobs. Vacancies will be created
Prepare to make that move
April 22, from 1 p.m. to 8 p.rru
except on school holidays. The
iby turnover generated by proto a warmer safer climate!
The
theme
for
the
conference
telephone number is 367-7300,
motions, geographical and occuAll skills, professions and
pational movement, and retire- this year is "Money: Where It extensions 251 or 252.
degrees needed.
Comes
From,
Where
It
Goes,
ment.
Where
It
Should
Go."
Students
Ms. Ourin was asked how she
and faculty members interested
would counsel a person who
in working on the conference
wants to enter a field, such
ALASKA, CALIF,,
should stop by the Urban Afas teaching, which at the moFLA., HAWAII
fairs Coordinating Board Office
ment offers, few possibilities of
LET
US PREPARE AND
in Gould Dormitory, room 210,
'/2 carat $199
employment. She answered that
DIRECT YOUR RESUME
or call extension 643 at the
3/4 carat $395
the person who is truly dedi^
Call Our 24 Hr. Hot-Line
college.
cated to a particular field should
1 carat $595
not be turned away because of
Buy direct from manufacturer and
gloomy statistics because a few- Wont to be a photography
SAVE! For catalog send $1 to
TRANS-GLOBAL
SMA Diamond Importers, Box 21 o.
jobs wil] always be available for
model? I am looking for severol
OPPORTUNITIES,
INC.
Fanwood,
N.J.
07023.
Or.
to
see
amateur
models
in
this
area
wh'o
those who are talented and perrings call (212) 682-3390 for lo152 W. 42 Street
want a chance at the big money
sistent. She advised that a percation of showroom nearest you.
available in modeling as a career,
New York, N.Y. 10036
son who is truly dedicated to a fall ffie. John .Fonda, at 796-9898.
particular field should not be
and let me explain it to you.
turned away because of gloomy
r- -_A GIFT FOR EVERYONE
statistics because a few jobs will
Carle
always be available for those
Printing
Blanche
50% DISCOUNT - Wedding & Bar
For groups & individuals of all ages. Your club for services
who are talented and persistent.
Mitzvah Invitations & Engagements
facilities & referrals which arranges for people to meet
She advised that a person might
Free Gifts & Free Informals
AL's INVITATIONS (212)364-5161
people, preference of social, cultural, & entertainment events,
look for areas of the same field
2958 Jerome Avenue Bronx, N.Y. 10468
sports, to placement aids, business and investment activities.
which are open. In the case of
Bedford Pk. Blvd.
Near All Trans.
WE LAMINATE DIPLOMAS ON.
Reduced price travel, complimentary admissions, parties,
education, the fields of teaching
.PLAQUES AT REDUCED PRICES.
discussions, consultants and instructions, plus much more.
•handicapped and emotionally disDo what you want, when, where & with whom you wish.
tured childern, as well as teach(212)681-1779 or 233-5949
ing business subjects and recreaMEMBERSHIP ONLY $10.00 ANNUALLY DURING THIS OFFERING.
tion, are relatively open now.
ALIVE? — We offer a one-year opportunity to come Alive. Live and
NAME.
l. No._
Mini Workshops Held
work among the sick and poor people
ADDRESS.
.City.
.State.
After Ms. Ourin's speech, stuin America. Share education and
For membership mail check or money order payable to: SERV-A-LA OF
talents. Learn from community and
dents were invited 'by Prof. PamAMERICA, P.O. Box 450, Bronx. Ne.w York 10451 - (212) 681-1779 pr
cultural experiences. Develop philos233-5949. Charge your Bank Arherlcard, Carte -Blanche, Master Charge,
ela Cohen .of Student .DevelopEtc. simply by filling out the following:
ophy of Service. Live on stipend.
ment to attend a mini-workshop
Challenged? Write Sister Bette Ann,
Sljralure |nil appfan on your MC, BAC or AX cud)
1CHARGE TO:.
with representatives from each
14 E. 129th Street, New York, New
York 10035.
department. These faculty memleers introduced students to the

Call For Grads

DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT RINGS

OVERSEAS/U.S.

• 391-1412 •

"Match Makers"
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Move To
Silver Hall
Examined
By OMVIA PEKN
Students are facing the move
of the major food facility on
campus from Gould Center to
Silver Hall with mixed reactions.
One student, comparing the
new facilities to the old, said,
"Gould wasn't a place to sit
down and eat or have a good
conversation with a friend. The
place' was too crowded." Another noted, "Silver Hall is
Changing because when I first
came here three weeks ago I
loved the new place. But now
it seems as if it's going to be
another Gould Student Center."
Still another student commented, "They closed Gould Cafeteria? I didn't know that.''
Day
Student Government
President Ari Garcia is on the
Cafeteria Committee which is
made up of faculty members,
administrators, students and
cafeteria management personnel.
"The cafeteria administration
thought they were l o s i n g
money," Garcia said. "At Silver
it takes a long time to get your
food. You can't do it on a ten
minute break between classes."
Garcia said a more efficient way
for the cafeteria people to save
money would- have been to close
down the faculty cafeteria.
Victor Leshnick, Assistant
Food Service Director, explained
"We are going to put vending
machines into the Gould Cafeteria to accommodate the students with cold sandwiches, hot
tea and coffee and other easy
made loods.
Commenting on activity at the
Silver Dining Room he said,
"Because .we can hold a greater
number of students at Silver
and because the new place is
more modern, things are working out better moneywise."
Mr. Leshnick claimed that an
addition of more tables and
chairs would help avoid any possibility of overcrowding at Silver. As for playing music in
the Silver Hall Dining Room,
•he said it was unlikely since the
facility is not wired for it.
According to Mr. Leshnick,
"The Blanchard Management
Corporation closed Gould Cafeteria because it lost money due
to pilfering by the customers.
Some students would walk out
with an apple in their pocket
or one to two cups of soda in
their stomach before they got
to the cashier's counter. Then,
of course, it is easier to manage
one dining facility rather than
two."
Campus Food Service Director
Jim Lyons explained that Gould
was closed rather than the faculty dining facility at Stevenson because, "It was a request
of the President and faculty
members. I say this because I
don't believe in giving the students a snow job."
PIANO INSTRUCTION
Ruth Fromowifz Luchonok
Teacher of piano, theory, and
harmony

Call: 367-6739
Located n«ar the BCC campus
Now Better Than Ever!
You Find The BEST Regular
and Sicilian PIZZA at

LIDO PIZZERIA
21 EAST FORDHAM ROAD
Bronx
295-3242
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Afternoon And Evening Counseling
Evening and late, afternoon
Diamond, Monday, 3-7 p.m., brary located in Loew 307 will Students must sign up at Loew
be open to all students from 307 before March 7'. There is a
Rm. 118, Ext. 206.
students will be able to see a
Monday to Thursday until 8 computer Data Bank available
counselor from the Department
Saturday Counseling
Students attending classes on p.m. Career Exploration Groups to students for exploring occuof Student Development from 3
to 10 p.m. Students should go Saturdays, could see a counselor will be held at the following pations and four years College
transfer programs. Students are
to Loew Hall, room 200, to se- from 10 a.m.-l p.m. at Loew
times: Monday (5-6 p.m.), Tues- invited to experiment with the
cure a ticket to see an avail- Hall, room 208.
day (3-4 p.m.), Wednesday (5- computer service on Thursday
Garteer and Transfer Library
able counselor. The ticket will
The career and transfer li- 6 p.m.) and Thursday (5-6 p.m.). (3-9 p.m.) at Loew 307.
inform you as to the counselor's
name, the office he or she is
located in and the ticket's number will determine the order by
which students will be seen that
day. All evening counseling
takes place at Loew Hall. If
you want to call for information,
the number is 367-7300, extension 225, 226.
Specialized Services
In addition to general counselors, students could see the
following counselors at the time
indicated below for specific
questions in their areas of specialization:
For Social Service: Prof. H.
Whitcomb, Wed., 3-8 p.m., Rm.
432, Ext. 691.
For Career Planning: Prof. A.
Baskind, Thurs. 3-9 p.m., Rm.
312, Ext. 253.
For Transfer: Prof. E. Harder,
Tuesday, 3-9 p.m., Rm. 310,
Ext. 723.
For Job Placement: Prof. T.
Awerman, Wed., 3-7 p.m., Rm.
Look forward to liberal
304, Ext. 251
For Financial Aid1: Mr. M. Sanscholarships, career oriented
chez, Monday, 3-9 p.m., Rm.
programs, and a chance to do
220, Ext. 523.
something about your future.
For Financial Aid: Mr. E. Goldberg, Wed., 3-9 p.m., Rm. 218,
Ext. 528.
Transfer to Tech now and get ready to zero in on your future.
For NYHEAC Loans: Ms. D.
With t'3 tuition grants to 2-year college graduates with
Cornelius, Thurs., 4-8 p.m.,
grade average between 2.5 and 2.9, and 1/2 tuition grants
Rm. 219, Ext. 247.
with grade average of 3.0 or better. With hundreds of exFor College Psychologist: Dr. D.

Transferring
, 'colleges?
Come to Tech
bnd have a

Coring
Experience.

Evening
^5 Dance

The Evening Student Association presents the Conley's Annual Garter Pull Dance, featuring the XYZ Affair and the
Starlites, also La Gran Sociedad,
on Friday, March 14, Gould
Student Center. Tickets $1.50
(in advance). Buy in room 102,
Gould Student Center (day), or
room 305 (evening). $2 at the
door, with BCC I.D., $3 general.

Jobs For
Summer
Look
Promising
Informed sources report that
summer job opportunities for
college students "look good"
this year. National Parks, Dude
Ranches, Guest Resorts, Private
Camps, and other tourist areas
throughout the nation are now
seeking student applications.
Summer job placement coordinators at Opportunity Research (SAP) report that despite national economics tourist areas are looking for a
record season. Polls indicate
that people may not go for the
big purchases such as new
cars, new homes, furniture or
appliances, but most appear to
be planning for a big vacation.
A free booklet on student
job assistance may be obtained
by sending a self-addressed
stamped envelope to Opportunity Research, Dept. SJO, 55
Flathead Dr., Kalispell, MT
59901. Student job seekers are
urged to apply early!

citing professions to choose from and a Bachelor's degree
when you graduate. Isn't your future ^'^^ "• "-all or visit now?

New York Institute of Technology
Coll (516) MA 6-3400 or (212) JU 2-8080
or write: Director of Admissions, New York Institute of Technology
Long Island campus: Old Westbury, N.Y.
New York campus: 888 Seventh Avenue, New York City, N.Y.

Lilies
of the Held
we are

not,,.
Remember the lilies of the Bible? They toiled not. Neither did
they spin. As Dominican Sisters of the Sick Poor we toil for1 the
young as well as the old, for the acute as well as the cronically
ill and we care not for their race or religic-n for all are of the
kingdom of God. Our feet carry us along busy streets, up and
down tenement stairs, in and out of homes where illness, ignorance, discouragement and despair are sometimes permanent
guests. Nursing, counseling, helping to keep families together
in their homes as one
loving unit.
sisteps of the sick POOR
Our Mission is to the
MARIANDALE
•
OSSINING, NEW YORK 10562
poor, but to a special
Dear Sister,
I would like to know more about the opportunities you
category of the poor:
offer for sharing in your work. I understand there is no
obligation.
the sick. There are
Name .
many ways for you to
serve the poor and the
Address.
sick. We welcome you
, State.
-Zip.
City ,
to..."Come and see."
Telephone.
C-2
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